
'What About: Ultra EDM Trap' is a stunning and a 
long-awaited pack by W.A. Production that contains 
12 wild Construction Kits and more than 25 presets 
for Sylenth1 and Spire, together with 40+ MIDI 
Loops. Each kit perfectly mixes Trap features and 
EDM festival atmospheres. Thanks to this 
combination you will receave only the most epic and 
top chart sound. All 100% Royalty-Free.

Every single Kit is stuffed with the most current drum, FX, vocal and synth samples. Massive build-ups, 
drops, melodies and more await you.

'What About: Ultra EDM Trap' was made by a group of skilled EDM producers and ghost producers 
from W.A. Production's team, with releases on labels such as Revealed, Dim Mak, Ultra, Oxygen and 
others. These samples have been inspired by only the best and freshest sounds from the EDM scene.

Let these Kits inspire new creations or simply use the samples as-is for fast and easy results.

Drop tracks as well as many of the breakdown tracks are provided in both dry and wet versions. If you 
like any of the sounds, you can simply use the preset of it and create your own melody. The possibilities
are limitless.

Everything is 100% Royalty-Free and ready to drag and drop right into your mix. What About making 
your tracks ultra?

Product Specifications:

• 12 Construction Kits
• 25+ Spire & Sylenth1 Presets
• 40+ MIDI Files
• ACID/WAV Files
• 100% Royalty-Free
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